Many of the problems that most interfere with learning and behavior in school, start out-of-school. Social emotional learning and mental health supports help, but not all students have equal access to them.

Now you can extend access to personal behavioral and mental health supports, for your middle and high school students, wherever, whenever and however they want, right on their phones.

One Ripple Effects license extension for Pocket Coach gives every student access to:

- Engaging content, all 400+ Ripple Effects for Teens unique topics
- Proven skill training, to supplement CASEL, Character Lab and Mindset Models and extend your prevention initiatives
- Personalized, trauma-informed support, for what they think matters most
- Phone or text help lines for personal and social safety issues

**FAQ**

**How much does it cost?**

Just one dollar per student per year! (For an extension of your Ripple Effects for Teens school license.)

**Will out of school student use show up on the Ripple Effects Data Viewer?**

Yes, Pocket Coach is designed to work seamlessly with all pieces of the Ripple Effects Learning System.

**Will the content modifications (blocking topics) that we made at the school level carry over to Pocket Coach?**

Yes, because it is an extension of the same license, all content is the same. Topics visible to students at school are the same ones they will see on their personal phones.

**Can I buy Pocket Coach without a Ripple Effects for Teens license?** You can buy Pocket Coach without a RE license for the same cost of the full Ripple Effects for Teens school license.